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Seeing is Believing: 3D Sensing for
Accelerating W W Wood’s Production
W W Wood, Inc manufactures and distributes WESTERN Premium
BBQ Products. The company was started in 1986 and has grown from a
local supplier of barbeques to globally distributing a variety of wood flavors
and BBQ products. W W Wood is turning to technology solutions to help
meet the production demands of their customers. TMAC provided W W
Wood with an innovative in-line sensing solution for volumetric measurement
to increase production and process control.
The Situation
W W Wood is in the heart of
mesquite country, and also happens
to be in the middle of one of the
world’s largest oil and gas
developments. This regional boom
is great for the workforce, but has left
manufacturers struggling to fill
positions. This was particularly
concerning for W W Wood
considering market demand for their
products has been growing by 35%
per year for the past 3 years.
Jerry Lawson, President, commented
“we have been able to respond to
the market demand by working
smarter and implementing new
processes and technologies. We
turned to TMAC based on their ability
to integrate new and innovative
technologies and solutions.” With a
focus on quality and consistency
W W Wood enlisted TMAC to
develop a solution to consistently
and reliably measure their naturally
variable products by volume.

The Solution
W W Wood was looking for a low
cost 3D measurement sensor. A
number of the technologies that
they evaluated worked great for
manufacturing environments where
the product was naturally
consistent. But, when applied for
measuring variable wood chips and
chunks, the solutions failed.
TMAC, working in partnership with
Southwest Research Institute®
(SwRI®), pulled together technical
experts to evaluate the situation.
They repurposed measurement
technology that is utilized for robotic
research applications because of
the low sensor cost and the ease to
integrate the sensor with a
production control system.
Additionally, they developed custom
algorithms to measure the product
by volume. Although this sensor
was developed for use indoors,
TMAC developed a rugged housing
so it could be used in W W Wood’s
industrial environment.

To complement the innovative sensing approach, TMAC also developed and installed the material
handling solution and the human machine interface. TMAC designed this system to be flexible, it can
run either wood chips or chunks on the same line, and easy to use: the operator is afforded rapid
changeover between product types via the user friendly interface. Lastly, TMAC provided training
and follow-on technical support during production startup.
The Results
This technology upgrade has resulted in being able to meet the increased production requirements
with only half the required personnel. This has resulted both in increased revenue and cost savings.
Moreover, the measurement system significantly diminished bag volume variability which was an
issue with the volume by weight approach.
Integrating new and advanced technologies into production can be intimidating. “We are quickly
realizing the benefits that technology offers, and our efforts have complemented our commitment to
improve product quality and meet our customer demands every time,” remarked Jerry Lawson.

“Advanced manufacturing technologies helped us
solve a challenge that we could not have resolved
with human resources. When our market demanded
more, we responded with an innovative solution that
met our customers’ needs.”
Jerry Lawson
President
W W Wood, Inc.

